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Give customers truly bettingrelated head-to-head stats
Put head-to-head stats directly on your match page, giving
customers the information they need without having to
go elsewhere. The widget sits right next to the match in
question, with plenty of flexibility around layout. And it
covers different markets in one view.
It provides your customers with all the information they need to place a bet –
without having to navigate away from your sportsbook. Optimised for mobile
betting, Head-to-Head provides in-depth statistical analysis of teams and players
covering form, win probability, head-to-head records, goals scored and more –
all of which can help you maximize your main betting markets.
You’ll also have Game Pulse added to your sportsbook with our H2H
feature, completely free. Displayed under the scoreboard during a live game,
this advanced mathematical model displays the dynamics of a soccer match
using a single number and whether it is ‘hot’ or ‘stale’.

Product features






Shows detailed team
comparison stats, which can
be placed or opened directly
on the bookmaker’s page
Compact widget structure
ensures greater flexibility for
website placement
Presents all stats together in
the one view so punters can
make comparisons easily





With different layouts you
can cover different use-cases
with just one product
Option to change content
position to answer different
market needs
An animated pulse known
as Game Pulse to display
live pressure and dynamics
of a fixture

Product coverage























Soccer
Tennis
Basketball
Handball
Ice hockey
Volleyball
Badminton
Baseball
American football
Beach volleyball
Cricket
Snooker
Table tennis
Futsal
Darts
Australian football
Water polo
Pesapallo
Rugby
Squash
Beach soccer



Closer look on the features

Go to widgets.sir.sportradar.com/head-to-head to

Try the demo

Optimised for
mobile with fixed
height enables more
space for odds on
mobile devices

Game Pulse

The product
is fully customisable
and features a range
of design styles and
layouts for an operator
to choose from

To find out more about Betradar products contact
us at sales@betradar.com or visit betradar.com

